
Viro Desking



At C&R, we value all clients’ input. It is an utmost priority 
that you, our valued client, actively collaborate with us 
through open communication, honesty, trust, co-operation 
and teamwork as we journey together to fulfill your desired 
workspace vision. We want our clients to have a sense of 
ownership over this process of discovery – from taking 
what you have in mind of your desired workspace to the 
actualization of the product itself. 

We want to develop a close working relationship with you 
as we get to understand your workspace needs and assist 
you to develop a customised working blueprint to fulfill 
your objective and desired outcome. As we work together to 
create your desired workspace, let’s not forget to be kind to 
the environment and practice corporate social responsibility 
through our socially beneficial and economically viable 
management of resources. At C&R, we believe in creating 
and working in an office environment that benefits and cares 
for our next generation. 

C&R Interiors

Viro Desking
“Design is a plan for arranging elements in such a way as best to 
accomplish a particular purpose.” Charles Eames



Desking of Integration

Simplicity and detailing in the way components meet 
and materials blend gives Viro its refined appearance. 

Viro



Hot Desking 

Link accessories allow you to organize your space and tailor it to 
your needs, while maintaining a clean and simple aesthetic.

Viro Desking

Power of 4 Workstations – 
Back to Back Collaboration 

The Viro collection of desk, dividing 
screen and storage partition units can 
be linked to form an interconnected 
work environment within a team 
cluster. The easy access of storage 
compartment facilitate user to be 
efficient at work 



Executive Desking 

Viro executive desk provides a concentrated work space that features 
easy access power management and personalized accessories rail. It 
is designed to host collaboration with guests and team members. 



Multi-functional cabinets, 
desks combination 

Viro allows for a flexible combination 
of cabinets, desks, accessories and 
cabling, with a variety of colours and 
dimensions available. Documents can 
be stored within close proximity to 
allow for convenient and easy access, 
thereby promoting efficiency in the 
completion of tasks.  



L-Shape Desking 

Viro offers new level of workspace flexibility 
that facilitates individual needs to reconfigure 
to the changing realities of business.

Workspace 
Flexibility



Meeting Table 

A functional and elegant 
desking system creates a 
dynamic environment that 
supports all activities.



Wire Management 

Viro offers efficient cable management from 
large capacity cable trunking to individual 
cable boxes, which integrates technology in 
the workplace. 



Desking Components

CONFERENCE & MEETING TABLES

6 PAX 8 PAX 10 PAX 14 PAX
L2100 X W1200 L2400 X W1200 L3000X W1500 L4800 X W1200

LEG DIMENSION

MEETING TABLES

W600 x LENGTH : 1200/ 1500/ 1650/ 1800/ 2100/ 2400 W750 x LENGTH : 1200/ 1500/ 1650/ 1800/ 2100/ 2400

MEETING TABLES

W1200 x LENGTH : 2400/ 3000/ 3600

MEETING TABLES

W1200 x LENGTH : 2400/ 3000/ 3600



Desking Components

FLAT EDGE POST FORM DUCK NOSE

REVERSED WATERFALL CHAMFER WATERFALL TWO-TONED EDGING

CABINET SYSTEM

120° WORKSTATION

MODESTY PANEL

METAL WOOD BLIND

WORKTOP

RECTANGULAR SQUARE D-SHAPED L-SHAPED

MINI SCREENS

FABRIC ACCESSORIES WHITE BOARD

POLYCARBONATE GLASS FABRIC/ PINBOARD

SUSPENDED SCREEN SIZES
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LENGTH  600/ 800/ 900 /1000 /1200 /1350 /1500 /1800 / 2100
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Our ergonomic direction is employed to fulfill the two goals of health and 

productivity. It is relevant in the design of such things as safe furniture and easy-to-

use interfaces to machines and equipment. Proper ergonomic design is necessary 

to prevent repetitive strain injuries, which can develop over time and can lead to 

long-term disability

Ergonomics is commonly thought of as the way companies customize procedures, 

work areas and break rooms to maximize productivity while minimizing worker 

fatigue and discomfort. We know that keeping your personnel energized and 

comfortable is important for lowering stress and maintaining job satisfaction.

Designed with ergonomics in mind, our system furniture solutions will provide you 

with the highest levels of comfort, utility and durability. The height (750mm), depth 

(600-750mm), width, and angle of R50 Radius at table edges of the workstations all 

address that along with back and arm supports.

C&R Systems ergonomically designed office furnishings are certified for premium 

grade from the Singapore Environment Council and PSB for our storage cabinets, 

modular storage cabinets, mobile storage cabinets and system panels.

You can be certain that the office furniture you receive from C&R Systems is of the 

highest quality, and has been custom designed to function comfortably in some of 

the most rigorous ergonomic conditions.

C&R Ergonomics

Dismantling instruction for recycling (workstations)
These instructions apply to all workstation products.

Dismantling
Components need to be broken down by material content and separated appropriately in order to 
maximize recycling. Setup a well-lit work area with benches and all necessary tools. Power tools are 
required for most jobs but some simple hand tools can handle the smaller jobs. Screw and nut with the 
appropriate bits are the most frequently used. Materials can be identified by using the chart below. Bins 
and boxes will be needed for each material.

worksurfaces
Laminate worksurfaces should have edge trim removed for recycling where possible. Locate the seam 
on the edging, pry out with straight screwdriver and peel off.

accessories
Lighting and electrical accessories need further disassembly. Bulbs, ballasts and other electrical 
components must be separated for appropriate disposal. Wiring can be removed and recycled. Other 
accessories can be broken down and separated by material by removing visible fasteners.

PeDestals, laterals anD cabinets
For steel cases, remove drawers by lifting up and out. Remove drawer fronts by removing attachment 
screws if fronts are different material. Remove any added handles. Remove slides (lift up and forward) 
and any small plastic parts from case interiors. Remove plastic casters from bottom of cases.

For wood cases, remove drawers by lifting up and out. Remove drawer fronts by removing attachment 
screws if fronts are different material. Remove any added handles. Unscrew slides and other metal 
brackets and parts from case, including locks and levelers. Hinged doors are removed by unfastening 
hinges and removing hardware.

overheaD storage
Removed doors by removing visible screws. Remove any added handles. Remove door mechanism and 
any brackets. With wood cabinets, dismantle any steel components. Steel cabinets do not usually need 
to be further broken down.

screens
Once Mini screens are removed from furniture, screen material should be removed from its frame and 
hardware. Fabric screens should have the fabric removed by locating and edge and peeling off. Screens 
with glass in frames can be disassembled by removing screws and carefully sliding glass out. Once 
aluminium extrusions are identified, any cap at ends or corners should be removed by tapping sharply 
with hammer (press fit). Pray off and end caps, trim caps and separate materials. Accessory rails and 
whiteboard are handle in a similar manner.
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C&R Interiors Pte Ltd

Export Sales:
export@cnrinteriors.com.sg

Local Sales:
admins@cnrinteriors.com.sg

www.cnrinteriors.com.sg

Head Quarter
57/59 Defu Lane 9 
Singapore 539295
tel    +65 6488 0577 

fax   +65 6488 0588 

Showroom
79 Anson Road #01-02 
Singapore 079906
tel    +65 6372 0428
fax   +65 6224 4288

URS is a member of Registrar of Standards (Holdings) Ltd.
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